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GRAIN SIZE AND PRESSURE EFFECTS ON SPALL STRENGTH IN

COPPER

Adam J. Schwartz, James U. Cazamias, Peter S. Fiske, and Roger W. Minich

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

L-355, 7000 East Avenue

Livermore, CA  94550

We are executing a systematic study to quantify the effects of specific microstructural features on the

spall behavior of 99.999% copper. Single crystals with [100] orientation, polycrystals with three grain

sizes, and internally oxidized single crystals are shocked with Cu flyers at velocities from 300 to 2000

m/s using a 35-mm single/two-stage light gas gun. VISAR measurements of the free surface velocity

are used to characterize the spall pullback signal and details of the ringing. The high purity single

crystals exhibit the highest spall strength followed by the large, medium and small grain size

polycrystalline samples. Cu – 0.15 wt.% Si single crystals have been internally oxidized to produce a

fine dispersion of 350 nm silica particles. These samples exhibit the lowest spall strength, a factor of

two and greater below the high purity single crystals.

INTRODUCTION

The spall process is a series of complex

phenomena that includes nucleation of voids,

growth of voids, coalescence/interaction of voids

and separation/spall. When a compressive shock is

introduced into a material via a high explosive or

plate impact, the interaction of rarefaction waves

can generate a tensile pulse. If the magnitude of this

tensile pulse locally exceeds a critical threshold

stress, voids or cracks can nucleate. When such

void or crack networks link together, spall failure

results. If voids nucleate and grow, but do not

coalesce leading to full separation, this is termed

incipient spall.

It is now widely accepted that the

microstructure of a material can exert a strong

influence on spall strength. For example,

experiments on high-purity copper reported by

Kanel, Rasorenov and Fortov (1) indicate the spall

strength of single-crystal copper is a factor of two

to three times higher than commercial purity

polycrystalline copper. Although details of the

purity of the single and polycrystalline materials are

not provided, these results clearly indicate the

potent effects that the presence of grain boundaries

or impurities exert on the nucleation, growth, and

coalescence of voids in materials. Results of

recovered electron-beam spalled polycrystalline Cu

from Lassila (2) further illustrate this effect. Void

nucleation is observed along a relatively narrow

plane with coalescence along certain grain

boundaries and triple junctions. It is important to

recognize that preferential void nucleation is not

observed on specific grain boundaries.

Seaman, et al. (3,4) have executed one of the

most comprehensive spall studies to date. This

work in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s resulted in

spall models for ductile and brittle failures. One of

their most significant results concerns the work on

various grades of aluminum, including high purity,

1145 Al and 2024-T81 Al. They found that the

threshold stress for void nucleation is not strictly a

function of the yield strength; the high purity Al,

which has much lower yield strength, exhibited a

damage threshold higher than that of the 1145 Al.

The 2024-T81 alloy, solution treated and aged to

improve strength and corrosion properties exhibits

significantly different damage behavior. Fractures

nucleate by cracking of the inclusions, and



propagate along planes of high inclusion density.

These significant experiments on various grades of

Al show that failure is a strong function of both the

precipitate distribution as well as the intrinsic

properties of the alloy. An investigation by Butcher

(5) has determined the incipient spall thresholds for

6061-T6 Al annealed to produce Cu platelet

precipitates and found that the orientation of the

high density precipitate planes dictated the critical

pressure for spall failure. These works conclude

that the inclusion or precipitate distribution largely

controls the spall strength and that if the inclusions

are removed, higher spall strengths would be

observed.

Other works have examined the influence of

grain size on spall strength.  In these cases,

conflicting experimental results occur.  In some

cases, spall strength is observed to increase with

decreasing grain size, analogous to the Hall-Petch

relation, which correlates yield strength with grain

size. Other experiments indicate higher spall

strengths with increasing grain size.

We are  under tak ing  a  coupled

experimental/modeling investigation to elucidate

the effects of specific microstructural features on

the spall behavior. Our objectives are to provide

quantitative relationships between specific

microstructural features (grain boundaries,

inclusions, etc.) and effects on spall behavior,

develop and experimentally validate spall criteria

and models in which the effects of microstructure

are included, and elucidate fundamental

mechanisms of void nucleation, growth, and

coalescence for specific microstructural details. In

this paper, we report the results on single crystals,

high purity polycrystals, and preliminary data on

internally oxidized samples.

APPROACH

The approach is to develop engineered

microstructures that isolate effects of specific

microstructural features (grain size, inclusion size

and distribution, etc.). Material systems are chosen

based on the ability to develop particular size and

shape distributions for the feature of interest. It is

anticipated that five specific test microstructures

will be examined; (1) high-purity single crystal

without inclusions, (2) high-purity single crystal

with inclusions, (3) high-purity polycrystal without

inclusions, (4) high-purity polycrystal with

inclusions, and (5) material with grain boundary

phase. Quantitative microstructural characterization

is performed by optical, scanning electron

microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) if necessary to determine the

volume fractions of inclusions, grain size and

distribution, etc. Quantification of the

microstructure is crucial in developing the

microstructurally based models. For example, a

range of inclusion volume fractions and size

distributions will be engineered while keeping other

microstructural features constant, and tested in the

gas gun under identical conditions. With this

approach, the quantitative correlations between

specific microstructural features and the effects on

spall behavior will be obtained. The evolving void

size distributions required by theory will be

obtained by selective recovery and quantitative

microscopy. Gas gun experiments are conducted

over a range of impact velocities to control the

pressure of the shock. Wave profiles, determined by

VISAR are used to capture the free surface

velocity–time history and will provide details of the

failure mechanism.

MATERIALS

99.999% Cu cold-rolled polycrystalline plate

material was procured from Plasmaterials (6) with

dimensions 304 mm x 152 mm x 9.5 mm. The plate

was subjected to an additional cold rolling

procedure to reduce the thickness to 6.4 mm

followed by a recrystallization study to determine

appropriate conditions to produce a wide range of

grain sizes. To produce a suite of specimens with

various grain sizes, samples were annealed in

vacuum at 300°C for one hour to produce an

average grain size of 8.6 µm, 650°C for one hour to

produce a grain size of 50 µm, and at 800°C for 24

hours to produce an average grain size of 133 µm.

Optical light micrographs of these samples are

shown in Fig. 1.

Single crystals of 99.999% Cu and Cu + 0.15

wt.% Si were obtained from Metal Crystals and

Oxides (7) in the form of 25 mm diameter by 100

mm long.  The silicon-containing specimens are



sectioned to 5 mm thickness discs and exposed to a

contained atmosphere of Cu powder and Cu2O at

1300K for 24 hours. The process produces a fine

dispersion of Si02 particles with size ~ 350 nm.

Gas gun experiments are performed on a 35mm

single/two-stage light gas gun with Cu flyer plates

at 300 to 2000m/s. Velocity-time histories are

acquired with VISAR.

FIGURE 1. Optical light micrographs of the 99.999%Cu

processed to modify the grain size, (a) 8.6 µm, (b) 50 µm, and

(c) 133 µm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the velocity-time profiles for

the [100] single crystals and 50 µm grain size

polycrystals. For all samples, the frequency of the

reverberations increases with impact stress;

however, above free surface velocities of 1km/s, the

increase cannot be attributed to increasing sound

speed, and we attribute the frequency to multiple

spall planes. The single crystal data exhibit a spike

following the initial pullback, which to our

knowledge, has not been observed previously.
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FIGURE 2. Pullback velocity versus time for the [100] single

crystal and polycrystal.

The pullback velocity (spall strength) as a

function of pressure has been measured for the

[100] single crystals, polycrystals, and two

internally oxidized samples.  The results are shown

in Fig. 3.  The [100] single crystal exhibits

increasing spall strength with increasing impact

pressure as well as the highest spall strength of all

the specimens. However, a comparison of the

pullback velocity for these samples to those

reported by Kanel (1) indicate a much lower spall

(a)

(b)

(c)

250 µµµµm
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strength in this case. Back Laue x-ray diffraction

indicates the presence of a number of low angle

grain boundaries giving rise to a spread in

orientation of approximately 2 degrees.  Kanel did

not report either the purity or spread in orientation.

FIGURE 3. Pullback velocity versus impact pressure for the

[100] single crystal and polycrystal.

Data from the 99.999% Cu polycrystals

indicate an increase spall strength up to a certain

threshold, followed by plateau during which the

spall strength remains constant with increasing

pressure. This behavior is consistent with the

results of Buchar, et al. (8) and Jacobi, et al. (9).

Jacobi et al.’s data however, reaches a plateau at

values below our lowest pressure. Our data

indicates that the large grain size material exhibits

higher spall strength than the small grain size

material.  This is in opposition to the work by

Buchar, et al. (8), and Christy, et al. (10). Buchar

used 99.96% Cu, Christy tested 99.99% Cu.  This

difference in purity may be partially responsible for

the inverse relationship of grain size and spall

strength. Jacobi, et al. (9) report decreasing spall

strength with increasing impurity content. The Cu-

0.15 wt.% Si [100] single crystals exhibit the

lowest pullback signal. This indicates the potent

nucleation potential of the small, hard silica

particles. There is also a rate effect buried in our

data. The higher stress data undergo larger strain

rates under loading and release, so the increase in

the pullback velocity may also be attributed to

strain rate.

SUMMARY

Engineered microstructure are used to quantify

the influence on spall behavior.  Systematic gas gun

experiments and microstructural characterzation on

[100] single crystals, 99.999% Cu polycrystals, and

internally oxidized Cu-Si single crystals. The single

crystals have the highest spall strength followed by

the large, medium, and small polycrystals.  The

single crystals containing a fine dispersion of silica

particles exhibit the lowest spall strength.
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